The dawn wind does him good. He has a tired fat handsome face, a calm fat handsome face. He loves writing. He loves the world.
The foliage is the book. The body is wood.
The priest in Bouvard and Pécuchet claims that the Tibetan Grand Lama splits open his own guts to
prophesy. That is serious.
In fact giving prophecies truly is the sole thing that can make us write. What we call prophecy is an utterance above those of mortals that by being phrased in mortal terms places itself to call upon the gods.
For writing to call upon the gods with their own parlance seriously, the mask has to be sewn on full-face without anesthetic.
[sic] -a journal of literature, culture and literary translation What brought it about? Whatever can all this do for us?"
For that bewildered enquiry, that disorientation -possibly for the death of Daniel Oster -Flaubert is to blame. Finished, the subtle savvy games. We now require the text absolute, truth in writing , the text that kills, perfect prose, all proffered from behind a mask of wood. Writing that's necessary to it, the way death and work and tears are. Constraining ourselves to this, by what right? We won't write. We won't ever work. We no longer know how to cry. Die is what we want to do.
That there is no "good" writing -which one might posit in opposition to another, "bad" kind -is suggested in Madame Bovary . Homais asserts that in fact bad writing does exist. And one knows that everything Homais says supports mass opinion, stupidity, whatever is not the case. Here:
"'Certainly,' Homais continued, 'there is bad writing, just as there is bad pharmacology, etc.'" From work, He died; that now, everything stands revealed, having been created in order to serve an end which no longer exists; and that we, in particular, feel ourselves destined for something of which we can form not the least idea; that we are like watches in which there are no dials, whose workings, endowed with intellect, revolve until they are spent, without knowing why, and saying all the while:
'I turn, therefore I have purpose.'"
Young Flaubert is full of strength. The workings revolve flawlessly. How might we bang together a dial on which all this will be visible: energy fit to move mountains, violent rhythms, enough desires to fill an Etna, Homeric ravings? That will be the book, the arbitrary blind little dial, patterned after
Homer. In the middle we stick the Victor Hugo g and around it we set the wounded slit, cows, wooden legs and abandoned little girls, all turning. We put stupidity, refusal, and a wooden mask in it. We put an oracular tree in it. We're manufacturing Great Writer.
We wear out fast. We die a sudden death, halfway through the job, just like God the Father.
At the Carnavalet museum, you can see a secluded basement room, where visitors seldom stop. It's the room of the last referent of all, where the nearest replicas of Great Writers' bodies sleep: those that they glued onto their skin for good. It's the Death Mask Room. These are made of plaster.
They're tossed to and fro, heaped up, in cases and on shelves, from Pascal all the way up to the ones from just before '14 (the last time this rather burlesque practice had any currency). Somewho knows why? -are prominently displayed, eye-catching, or propped upright, Chevreul or JeanClaude de Saint-Martin, Rousseau. Flaubert, with his clown moustache. Nietzsche's isn't bad, either.
The feather-duster rarely passes over them, which doesn't concern anybody, a cleaning lady ought to feel as if there are limits. It smells like dust in there, and rancid baby bottles, and death. It's the posterity room. We're a long way from the great trees.
There exists a way to save Flaubert -to save Flaubert's life, his prose doesn't need me. It's to suppose he was lying, that he never played the monk at Croisset, nor the convict, with his ten fingers, most of the time; that he enjoyed the Seine, the wind in the poplars, his little niece eating candy, big cows in the fields, mugitusque boum , grand women from time to time, the debauch of reading, the luxury of knowledge; that he joyfully set Phoenician nomenclatures marching in his head; and that here and there, chic, in order to mark the time, shock the Parisians, and put his flatterers in Paris to work, he would climb up into his crawl space all the same, and write a few 
